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Lee Boldeman  
The Cult of the Market: Economic Fundamentalism and its 
Discontents 
ANU ER Press, Canberra, 2007 

This new book provides a fundamental critique of orthodox economics 
and its social and political influence. Boldeman argues that the creation 
of social order is necessarily a project involving moral institutions and 
moral choices.  To single out particular economic principles as having 
priority in shaping social order is a very distinctive project.  When those 
principles are those of economic fundamentalism, prioritising individual 
market freedoms above all other considerations, particularly problematic 
outcomes are not surprising. Reshaping society through neoliberal 
policies, based on particular economic theories about idealised markets, 
is an audacious and dangerous undertaking. But that is the essence of the 
dramatic experiment in socio-economic transformation that we have 
experienced in the last quarter century.  Critiques have been many and 
varied, and Boldeman's contribution tackles some particularly 
fundamental aspects.   

The root problems that Boldeman emphasises are both philosophical and 
practical. They include the privileged status of science and the particular 
difficulties of social science, idealisation in neoclassical economic theory 
and its normative use, the flawed assumptions of that theory, and the 
pernicious consequences of applying it in the real world.  The book 
concludes by contrasting the role of economics as a secular religion 
with the need for more intellectual humility and the recognition of 
complexity and social values. 

This is a wide ranging and profound analysis with considerable 
contemporary political economic significance.  One may therefore 
confidently predict that is that it will be totally ignored by the economics 
profession.  For those of a more critical and enquiring disposition, 
however, it is readily available, free, online at:  
http://epress.anu.edu.au/cotm/html/index.html 

http://epress.anu.edu.au/cotm/html/index.html
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Kevin Narizny  
The Political Economy of Grand Strategy  
Cornell University Press: Ithaca and London, 2007  
Distributed in Australia by Footprint Books, 1/6a Prosperity Parade, 
Warriewood, NSW 2102. 

The central theme of this book is the need to integrate international 
security studies more fully into the mainstream of political science.  This 
means abandoning the notion of the national interest as an 
unproblematic concept when studying relationships between nation 
states.  Of course, in the study of governments within nation states there 
is universal recognition of the conflicts of interest between different 
sections of society, their representation by political parties, and complex 
political processes involved in policy development and implementation 
where conflicting internal interests are present.  Narizny argues, 
however, that these considerations tend to be set aside in the study of 
international relations when national interests are treated as more 
uniform, e.g. Australia's interests vis-a-vis the United States or Japan.   

Since political parties sometimes have different foreign policies, it is not 
difficult to argue that varied domestic interests, often in conflict, are at 
stake in shaping national security stances.  So analysis of global 
intergovernmental issues does need to be integrated with analysis of the 
diverse interests that exist within nation states. Narizny s book gives 
plenty of examples, drawing particularly on the history of the United 
States and Great Britain since the mid 19th century. 

For those who don't need convincing that class interests, in particular, are 
intertwined with foreign policy, then reading almost any of Noam 
Chomsky s political writing is the more obvious starting point. There you 
will get sustained polemic about how the institutions of government, 
particularly the power elites within the US administration, prioritise 
particular political economic interests, e.g. the interests of the oil 
companies and the military-industrial complex. Narizny s book treats the 
issues rather more politely, in a detached scholarly manner, with no 
reference to class conflicts and little reference to modern imperialism.  
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Daniel W. Drezner  
All Politics is Global: Explaining International Regulatory Regimes  
Princeton University Press Princeton, NJ, 2007  
Distributed in Australia by Footprint Books, 1/6a Prosperity Parade, 
Warriewood, NSW 2102. 

Is this book an example of the concerns addressed by Narizny s book 
(reviewed on the preceding page)?  Its basic themes are that, despite 
globalisation, states still dominate international regulatory regimes and 
that these states activities are driven by their domestic interests.  
Particular focus is placed on the United States and the European Union 
which are said to derive their power from the size of their internal 
economic markets.  In that latter respect there is recognition that 
domestic politics matters , although in practice the dominant theme is 

that size matters . States representing big economies have more impact 
on regulatory regimes and states with small ones. This may not come as a 
big surprise.  

What is perhaps of more interest is how Drezner seeks to analyse why 
there is variation in the strength of the international regulation in diverse 
fields, such as regulations relating to the Internet, finance, genetically 
modified organisms, and intellectual property rights. He demonstrates 
that where the USA and the EU 

 

the two most powerful players - are in 
accord, the regulatory process is likely to be stronger.  Paradoxically, the 
most powerful sources of great power preferences are the least globalised 
elements of their economies.   

This is a wide ranging analysis, drawing on a range of controversial 
issues associated with globalisation and international regulation. It will 
be mainly of interest to students of international politics. Its tendency to 
treat national interests as relatively unproblematic does make it 
vulnerable to these sorts of criticisms levied at the international relations 
literature by Narizny, although it is partially saved from that charge by 
the case studies of the Internet, finance, genetically modified organisms, 
and intellectual property rights.   
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Brian Howe,  
Weighing up Australian Values: Balancing Transitions and Risks to 
Work and Family in Modern Australia  
UNSW Press, Sydney, 2007 

Brian Howe is a former deputy Prime Minister of Australia, coming from 
the Labor left with a deep personal commitment to principles of social 
justice.  In recent years  he has been at the Centre for Public Policy at the 
University of Melbourne, exploring policies for social reform.  His new 
book is rather more narrowly focused than the main title might imply.  It 
is concerned with transitional labour markets. It explores transitions 
between full-time and part-time work, fixed-term and permanent 
employment, self-employment, welfare and productive non-market 
activities such as education and training, child or parental care, and civic 
activities in culture, sport, environment and community affairs.  Howe s 
arguments are about how we need to rethink planning for these 
transitions as the foundations of social policy.  For each individual it is 
about planning your life in the context of rapid structural changes 
driven by economic internationalisation and new technologies. Risk 
management becomes the key feature for the society more generally, 
alongside other more traditional social justice concerns, such as investing 
in education, the pursuit of gender equality, and developing welfare and 
work arrangements that provide reasonable economic security. 

This concern with transitional labour markets has become a significant 
focus in Europe, guiding strategies for active labour market policy.  
Howe s book seeks to make a case for similar Australian policy reforms 
aimed at building skills and improving opportunities for better use of 
time over the life course .  Underlying this policy analysis and advocacy 
are social values such as expanding opportunity, preserving choice, 
emphasising lifelong learning, and sharing responsibilities.  It is the type 
of policy agenda that one might expect a mildly reformist federal Labor 
government to embrace, without fundamentally changing the neoliberal 
orientation that has characterised economic policy in the last two 
decades. 

Book notes compiled by Frank Stilwell 




